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In this exciting new chapter book series from New York Times-bestselling author Tracey West, a

ninja-in-training must use skills he doesn't know he has to defeat a deadly enemy.Hiro and his

family have successfully prevented evil warlord Fujita from getting his hands on the Amulet of the

Moon. But they must also protect the Amulet of the Sun from the dark ninja's grasp. Fujita is more

determined than ever to wield the power of both amulets. And with a gang of stealthy ninjas on the

attack, Hiro knows it will not be easy to get to the sacred talisman before Fujita does. He'll have to

use all of his ninja skills--and his new-found monkey spirit--to help defeat Fujita once and for all.

Even when it means descending into the depths of a deadly volcano...
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Anything that entices a 7 year old grandson to read gets a high 5 in my book. I wish there were

several more in this series. I have purchased every book. Reading should be fun and this book does

just that.

I don't typically write reviews but after this morning I have to comment...We picked up "Into the Fire"

at a used book store about a month ago. The book had been read and reread to our 6 year-old for

3+ weeks. When I was about to leave for work I ordered the rest of the series through  (and used

Prime to make sure it arrived before I left).My wife and child (he can read chapter books) read the



second book (Enemy Rising) and finished it the night before I came home. So, my son and I started

the third book (The Shadow Stealers) two nights ago. My wife and son read another chapter last

night but the heartwarming moment was this morning. I awoke to find my 6 year-old not watching TV

(as usual for a Sunday). Instead, he was reading his book. He was intent on finding out what

happened to Hiro's Mother and brothers. He finished the book before I completed shoveling.

This series inspired my son at age 6 to read all day on the playground, at lunchtime, in after school

care, etc. I strongly recommend them. Start with book 1 of the series and you'll get hooked and

anxiously await the release of later installments as we have. We now have every new issue

pre-ordered on  and it's a thrill for him whenever a new one finally shows up. Keep on writing Tracy

West! You have created a compelling and realistic family of action heroes!PS - the story centers

around a young boy and his two friends (a boy and a girl) who are ninjas in training. The boy's

parents are also very successful ninjas and his older brothers are as well, but have some sibling

rivalry issues. So it's a good family story, as well as being an action adventure.

Great!
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